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Chair’s Notes
As we enter Autumn I am filled with admiration for the way in which Malvern U3A
members have approached the problems thrown at us by Covid-19.
Zoom meetings have been taken up with enthusiasm and thus books have been
discussed, numerous games of bridge have been played, outside speakers have
educated us and in addition socially distanced outdoor activities have flourished.
It is abundantly clear that in 2020-21 the role of Chair is much less vital than that
of more technically competent Trustees and I offer my heartfelt thanks especially
to Roger Hunt, John Elkington and Jeff Thorogood whose efforts have enabled
the above activities to take place. Our secretary, Val Fare, has been admirable in
keeping tabs on the numerous e-mails flying between Trustees, and the treasurer
David Oliver has kept a steady eye on the financial situation. However, I suspect
that there will be few amongst us who will look back with any degree of nostalgia
on the summer of 2020. Grim determination probably captures the mood of our
members as we face ongoing restrictions to our activities into the coming months.
It follows that circumstance dictates that our Annual General Meeting must
now be held via Zoom and Trustees have agreed that this will take place in
February 2021. Essential notifications will be circulated to members via e-mail in
January. I reach the end of my time as chair at that AGM and nominations for my
replacement are required. Since two other Trustees are also retiring now is the
time for you to step up and fill these vacancies.
I cannot over emphasise how vital all the Trustees are to the successful running of
Malvern U3A and I am confident that these roles will be filled.
Malvern U3A is fortunate in being in a position of financial security and this has
enabled payment of 2021 National Affiliation fees without requesting subscriptions
from members. Clearly this remains under review and as the situation changes
with the passage of time, so will decisions of the Trustees in this regard.
Undoubtably as the nights draw in and outside activities become less appealing it
is possible that we will all feel evermore isolated from both friends and relations.
Whilst making every effort to remain cheerful and positive let us pin our hopes
on the vast scientific expertise working so hard to produce an effective vaccine.
Ultimately the social straightjackets will diminish but until then let is make an effort
to keep smiling behind our masks.

Sue Lamberton
Cover photo: Comet NEOWISE over Worcestershire, Chris Baddiley,
Astronomy and Astrophysics (see also page 20)
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FROM THE TRUSTEES ........
Covid-19

Guidance for Malvern U3A members
This autumn, the rapidly rising number of confirmed cases of Covid-19 in parts of the
UK, Spain and France, have reinforced for us all the importance of following up-todate Government instructions, especially as most of us fall within the vulnerable older
category. Therefore we have set up a dedicated page on our website:
https: //malvernu3a.org.uk/covid-19-guidance/, where you will find details of the
current guidelines for U3A members regarding Group activities. This page will be
updated as the situation changes, so please do check it regularly - perhaps save it as a
bookmark on your computer.

Monthly Speakers Meetings - on Zoom

The Malvern U3A new season of Monthly Meetings on Zoom was launched in July and
is proving to be very popular - attracting audiences of around 80.
Our Speakers Organiser, Jeff Thorogood, is busy working on a programme of talks
up to and including April 2021. All the meetings take place at 2.30pm on the last
Tuesday of the month (except December). For information about future talks see the
last page of this Newsletter. You’ll also find up to date details on our website: https://
malvernu3a.org.uk/meetings/. Please put these dates in your diary and look out for
the invitations to join the meetings - these are sent out in advance to those members
who are on email.

Zoom Groups

Several MU3A Groups are successfully continuing their activities by arranging
Zoom online meetings. You’ll find more details about some of these sessions in this
Newsletter. Also, visit the Online Meetings page on our website https://malvernu3a.
org.uk/online-meetings/ to see a list of the Groups which are inviting other members
to join them.
Trustee, Roger Hunt, is happy to help any group leader wanting to set up virtual
meetings using Zoom (contact him at trusteessupport@malvernu3a.org.uk).
Roger can also give you access to the subscription licence version of Zoom if
necessary. Visit the Online Meetings page on our website (www.malvernu3a.org.uk)
to access Zoom User Guides and other information.

Groups Directory for 2020-21

A reminder that you can find a special Lockdown version of the current Groups
Directory on our website - by following the link: https://malvernu3a.org.uk/directory/
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From Members ..........
About a Tree, John Bentley

Over the past weeks of self isolation, it’s been a joy and a relief to be able to get out of
the house and get some fresh air and exercise. On our favourite lockdown walk, we’ve
watched the gradual greening of the trees and hedgerows along two lanes where
oak, beech, mountain ash and sycamore have turned, chameleon-like, from the vivid
greens of early Spring to the deeper greens of early Summer, which have made our
walk an absolute delight.
Green is such a therapeutic colour, restful on the eye and so restorative to your
physical and mental wellbeing. As a cancer patient, I am acutely aware of the
treatment I’m getting from the NHS.
The simple pleasures of life like the natural beauty one finds strolling along a country
lane with the tree cover casting dappled sunlight across the road have extra meaning
for me these days. So far though, I am lucky. I can report that my condition has not
stopped me from enjoying the pleasures of a daily walk.

As we pause to admire ancient yew trees with their tangle of exposed roots like
varicose veins, the python thick vines of ivy snaking up majestic oaks and the arrow
straight saplings of beech, all we can hear is birdsong - the melodious trill of a robin,
the cooing of mating wood pigeons, a raucous cough from a pheasant and the machine
gun-like hammering of woodpeckers.
People in one’s and two’s walk towards us. Occasionally, it’s a red faced jogger.
But they all politely move to the side of Green Lane as though on one side of an
invisible Berlin Wall, saying a brief “Hello” as they pass, or simply raising an arm in
greeting. The lockdown seems to have brought out the best between people.
5

Coddington Lane now takes us downhill towards home. Every time we pass the
hotel-sized property called Westhill House, I cannot help but think of its whitewashed
grandeur featuring in a PG Wodehouse novel, complete with brilliantined men in
Norfolk jackets, Fair Isle patterned jumpers and plus fours playing croquet on the lawn.
But it is at the end of our walk that a lush magnolia tree laden with blossom stops us in
our tracks.
Of all the trees we’ve seen on our lockdown walk, this magnolia - so reminiscent of
the American Deep South in “Gone With The Wind” - is the one tree that over the
weeks of social distancing, has burst into a magnificent pyramid shaped candelabra of
waxy, pear shaped petals. The picture is completed by the ring of golden daffodils that
surround it. The sight is so beautiful and worthy of a photograph (see above), that it
now decorates the screen saver on our computer.
Returning home, for a time I am almost punch drunk with the sights and sounds I have
seen on our walk, experiencing what Robert Louis Stevenson aptly called “The Golden
Doze of the Mind” - that complete surrender of the senses to nature.
May 2020

Little Malvern Court, Carole Newton, Camera Group
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Creative Writing Group 3

Pieces written by Group members in a ten minute exercise - based on first sight
of this painting by Shaun Hughes

On the edge
Shaun Hughes
The Artist’s View
Borderlines, harbours, city
infrastructure, intersecting
highways, crossing the line,
good places, bad places,
city dreams, finding my way,
wastelands, conurbation,
nightlife, city sounds and lights
and noises. Broken maps.
Where do I belong?
(Image and text reproduced by
kind permission of the artist)

Hugh McMichael
Confusion, complexity, fear of getting lost.
So many places to go – and is each a gift or a threat?
Isn’t it safer to stand by and observe – or would that be missing an opportunity to explore,
grow, live?
Is there power, authority, order? Or does freedom come with chaos? God made the
world out of chaos – but I recall the politician claimed he was the original creator of the
world because he had made the chaos. (That was the story about the prostitute, the
architect and the politician arguing about who was from the oldest profession.)
If I were to sit and contemplate, where would this take me?
I see a favella with poverty and crime. I see bats – or are they lenses – either way it is
authoritarian control.
Jane Guinery
Aerial organics
Points, lines and destinations, enclosures of directions held tight
Colourful impressions make a tapestry of geography
From above I see patterns of industry, and humanity still enveloped in nature
Overlaid in millennia, centuries, years, days past and present
Woods and rivers, field systems and boundaries
Green lanes to tarmac, horse to coach and carriages, ports, runways and bridges
Ownership and planning, still organic, now locked down we can see and reflect
Fogs have lifted, now in stasis, little in motion, returning in forms familiar, a kind of
harmony
The earth stands still and atmospheres clear bringing clarity and mending
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Dorothy Meredith
Ventilated
What a mesmerising journey! I shall be dizzy, my vertigo problem recurring as I
circumnavigate those roundabouts. Starting from Place Bleu though I am puzzled
about what happened next. A needle was inserted, I think, and then, after a terrifying
journey along dark passages I must have lost consciousness and fallen into a kind
of oblivion. And yet I was aware of strange occurrences in my brain, or was it behind
my closed lids? Strange images invaded what was left of my awareness. One
overwhelming feeling was of the pain felt when articles were thrust into my throat.
Did I have a throat? I wondered. I tried to make contact with this part of my body but
could not release the effect of the flickering images which seemed to control my rigid
movements. Waiting for release from this situation, I pictured my way home through
those bewildering roundabouts and roads, each side of which sprung strange moving
shapes. They moved: why couldn’t I?
Kate Standish Hayes
A maze of pathways and yet only one life. Which way shall I travel? Each twist
and turn precludes another choice, a sliding doors effect lived out in reality.
Each one inhabiting their own cell, their own series of connections, together creating
the rich tapestry of life that we experience. Layer upon layer of accidents of fate and
directions chosen, defining our existence within our one single life.
Why do I live in Malvern? I have no connections here, yet it is in this town that I find
my roots.
A failed job interview many years ago (I still remember the disappointment) allowed
time and space for a relationship to develop, culminating in a marriage many years
later. A random choice by my husband’s ex took his children here, and so he
followed. Another four years later and I found myself here. Until that time I’d never
had a stable home, moving and uprooting every few years. Now I still live in the
same house we bought together nearly 30 years ago.
What other stories can be told by all the other inhabitants of my small town? What
chance encounters? What snap decisions? What life events have determined the
course of their existence?
Rod Mackichan
He was never quite sure why he enjoyed visiting his grandparents so much.
The house had an extraordinary familiarity for him. Was it the overpowering smell of
linseed oil that greeted him in the hall; the fascinating array of equipment in the front
room that his grandfather used as a studio; the works of art hanging up the stairway
to the room where he always slept; his grandad’s multicoloured fingers? All of these
filled his mind with a magical sense of a fairy-tale world, like Narnia, for a child of
such few years. But it was that painting, the painting hung above the mantelpiece
in the room where he would sit on his grandmother’s knee listening to stories, she
patiently read to him. A painting so vibrant, so colourful, so unexplainable; like
an unmade jigsaw puzzle, a jumble of wires, interconnecting, criss-crossing; like
an impenetrable maze that he could not enter. It was the painting that excited his
imagination and filled him with wonder. It was that painting that he loved.
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Tony Lewis
The individual pathways had been laid out for each of us with different colours.
The different value ‘Prizes’ along the way were for all to claim. We had a mere
10-minutes to find our way through to an exit.
Those with the highest value of prizes were allowed to play for another day. Those
that had made it to an exit, but with no prizes were given one more attempt at a
release.
Regretfully those that had not made it to an exit forfeited their place in society; they
were consigned to the very lowest levels of the lockdown.
We each had to play this each and every day making the lockdown something to
both look forward to, and to hate and fear. To lose our place in society was the terror
that drove us on.
Such was life in the times of the Virus, each having to rely on their speed and
navigation abilities.
Oh God. I hope that this is not what life now looks like!

The Good Beer Group
Group Leader, Richard Newton, sent in this report early in Lockdown.
We had our first Zoom session with me as the virtual landlord (see photo below).
Around ten of us turned up, talked about beer, coping with the current situation and life
in general. We intend to hold the virtual pub sessions every two weeks.
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Patchwork and Needle Skills
Samples of members’ work
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Quiz Group
Over the last few months, Group members have been keeping up their general
knowledge by taking part in fortnightly online quizzes. Other MU3A members are very
welcome to join us. Below, there are some sample questions for you to try (answers
at the foot of this page). For more information, please contact Group Leader, Liz
Daniel, at elizabethdaniel274@gmail.com or on 01684 540904
1 The Charles Bridge and St Vitus Cathedral are in which European city?
2 A Toxophilite is a devotee of what?
3 What kind of bird is a “Bourbon Red”?
4 What is the basis of a “Paris-Brest” dessert?
5 With which sport is Chris Boardman associated?
6 If you were Scottish, what would you do with a Spurtle?
7 What is the capital of Mali?
8 Who wrote the novel, White Fang?
9 What was the nationality of the composer, Franz Liszt?
10 Where was the University of the Third Age first launched?

Old Donkey Shed on the Malvern Hills, Rob Walker, Camera Group

Quiz Group - Answers

1 Prague 2 Archery 3 A Turkey 4 Choux pastry 5 Cycling 6 Stir your
porridge 7 Bamako 8 Jack London 9 Hungarian 10 Toulouse
11

Problem Solved
During Lockdown, Sue Lamberton’s mower
broke down - unable to get it repaired, she
invited her neighbour’s sheep in to do the job.

Gas Lamp, Neill Lewis, Camera
group

Theme: Rectangles, circles & triangles, Allan Colwill, Camera Group
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Spanish Improvers Plus

In the Spring issue of the Newsletter we published Group members’ verses inspired by the

poem, ‘Andalucía’, by Antonio Machado - one of the most respected 20th century Spanish poets.
Born in Seville, he only lived in Andalucía for some fifteen years, but this poem encapsulates
his affection for his natal province. Further down, see the poem by Group member Maggie Jo,
written in the style of Machado.
Canto a Andalucía
por Antonio Machado				
Cádiz, salada claridad.
Granada, agua oculta que llora.
Romana y mora, Córdoba callada.
Málaga cantaora.
Almería, dorada.
Plateado, Jaén.
Huelva, la orilla de las tres carabelas.
Y Sevilla.

Song to Andalucía
Cádiz, salt-laden brilliance,
Granada, hidden waters that weep.
Roman and Moorish, silent Córdoba.
Málaga, flamenco singer.
Almería, golden.
Jaén, silvery.
Huelva, shore of the three caravels.
And Sevilla.

Recuerdos, por Maggie Jo
Argentina: sonidos - cascadas, los gauchos, el
tango
Chile: sabores - vino del toro, demasiado
manzanas, modongo en sopa
Colombia: lugares - Finca Catay, Villa de Leiva,
Barrichara
Ecuador: eventos - un coup fracasado,
supermercados invadidos, el Pub Ingles
cerrojado
Peru: ocasiones - puesta y amanecer del sol en
Macchu Pichu, sanctuario reluciente
Entre todos: autobuses llenismos, camionetas
abiertas, el tren de Gloucester
y al final el vuelo de vuelta

Memories
Argentina: sounds, waterfalls, the gauchos,
the tango
Chile: flavours - bulls’ blood wine, too many
apples, tripe soup
Colombia: places - Finca Catay, Villa de
Leiva, Barrichara
Ecuador: events - a failed coup,
supermarkets invaded, the English Pub
locked
Peru: opportunities - sunset and sunrise
over Macchu Pichu, shining sanctuary
Between them all: packed buses, open pickups, the Gloucester-built train
And at the end, the only flight back.

Marcela Hales, Camera Group
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Knitting and Crochet Group

Baby’s jacket, Hot water bottle cover and Textile
In September 2019 a full class of enthusiastic members met at the Cube, looking
forward to an exciting year of meeting old friends, sharing ideas, learning new
techniques and producing beautiful and unique items.
This we did until Covid hit and we had to disband in March. Luckily we have a hobby
that we can continue with, albeit without the support and friendship of our fellow
members, so we hope it will not be too long before we meet together again.
Jeni Chesney, jenichesney57@yahoo.com
See below for more samples of members’ work

Above: work by Rosemary Mcculluch, who writes,
I’m very lucky to be able to spend time doing all kinds of crafts, including
knitting puppets and winter cardigans for our triplet grandchildren.
As well as a special ‘vehicles’ jacket, I have been using up leftover balls of yarn
to make striped jackets - just need buttons for some now.
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Kate Ainsworth displays her blanket

Theme: Shadows & Reflections, Ian Vaughn, Camera Group
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Two poems by Derek Healy
Plague Sonnet I
In a Time of Pestilence

My thin long arms stretch wide, the distance friends
and strangers, cousins too, must keep away
if we’re to stay alive, so when it ends –
they’re not sure how, but think it must, one day –
we’ll all of us ( those left, that is) come close
again, much closer than before, and find
the world’s far kindlier than we supposed,
and might have seen, had doubt not made us blind.
But, for now, I’ll wrap my arms around you
and halfway round myself, take you to bed
and huddle there, however long the curfew
lasts, hope to keep at bay what lies ahead.
And if it comes, to catch us arm in arm,
let’s pray it wants us both and halves the harm.

Plague Sonnet III
Exercise Hour

April at last persuades the sun to shine
unshielded two long weeks; entices Spring,
wide-eared splay-legged, to life, the celandine
to risk its crown, first fledglings test their wings.
Amongst the anemones beside the hill
I sit awhile, studying the empty sky,
the unstirring lanes, asking myself will
anything be different come July,
or just the same? And, if there is no change,
can we continue life at twice arm’s length
for long, hoping day by day it grows less strange,
that loosening in our likings lends us strength?
Are we to be so desperate for our lives
we’ll hibernate till next year’s Spring arrives?
Derek Healy is a member of the German Conversation
Group
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Painting 2 Group

Members of Malvern U3A who enjoy drawing or painting in any media are more than
welcome to join our twice-monthly Zoom meetings - where we aim to encourage each
other, to improve our skills and to have an enjoyable afternoon. We will be Zooming on
the 2nd and 4th Friday of each month from 2.00 pm for 40 minutes each session.
See samples of members’ work below
and on the following page.
For further information, contact
Val Bruton on 01684 575383 or at
vandgbruton@gmail.com
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The Archaeology Group

The Group is meeting every Monday morning from 10.30 to 11.30 via Zoom, following
the series of Archaeology lectures from The Great Courses. No prior knowledge is
needed, it’s very relaxed and informative.
Please contact michaellewent@hotmail.com for the Zoom link details.

Geology Group

We are very fortunate to live in an area of interesting and unusual geology. If you
are interested in how the Earth was formed and the processes which developed and
changed the planet over geological time, then perhaps you should consider joining the
Geology group. We are a large group with over 100 active members. In normal times,
we have a full programme of lectures during the winter months coupled with outdoor
field trips during the summer. These include day trips to local locations as well as UK
and overseas residential trips. Within the group there are also a number of subgroups
for those who are interested in studying specific geological topics.
As we are unable to meet at the moment due to the coronavirus restrictions, we are
instead holding online meetings via Zoom. These take place once a week and include
a series of monthly talks by both external lecturers and our own members.
In addition, in the intervening weeks, we are running lecture series on various
geological topics. If you would like to join or find out more about the Group,
contact the group leader, Roger Hunt: email rmrhunt@sky.com Tel 01684 565926

German Conversation

The group continues to meet on Mondays from 14.30 to 16.00 via Zoom. Anybody
with an interest in the German language at whatever level is welcome to join. We
just chat, sometimes we have a topic suggested by members of the group, we help
one another out with vocabulary and we don’t do grammar. If you would prefer just to
listen in, that is fine too.
Please contact michaellewent@hotmail.com for the Zoom link details.
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Poetry Please 1
Coronavirus

It is very quiet outside

Isn’t it strange this unseen ghost,
Which now has us all in its grasp..
Slow, insidious it’s all around
Cannot be seen, cannot be found...
But can be caught, by any one....
It started slowly, slyly, far away.
In Cathay
Not the first to come from there...
Far too soon spread everywhere.

It is very quiet outside.
The voided roads gleam in their rare
emptiness,
And silent frontages encase a different
world
Of tense and expectant humanity, in
whom our hopes reside.

by Jean Francis Parrott

Then appeared in Italy,
Now it’s rampaging free....
A world Pandemic ....
Anyone.....
Can get it....
We are now all trapped,
Rich and poor, old and young...
Life on hold, the clock has stopped.
Each day death toll
Dreadful cost....
How to protect those whom we love...?
Cherish our young, shield from the worst
This was not in our life plan
This terror contagion
Which now stalks the nations...
We aged, have in a way, been here before,
Some of us lived, survived, through a war..
This though is an unseen enemy,,
Invading, infecting in home territory...
We will get through we always do....
Outside it’s spring, sunshine, birds sing...
We are just a very small part.
A dot on the surface of our planet’s face...
Whirling and turning, revolving in space.
We strange evolution...the human race...
We will continue...life will go on.....
Will walk tall again...laugh in the sun.....

by Tony Shadforth

Heroines and heroes toil tirelessly in
hospitals old and new
Tending patients struggling with this new
infection.
Can we control our alarm as we watch the
spread of disease?
Do we have the knowledge and the spirit
to see this crisis through?
Sadness and sorrow replace all else for
every soul that’s died.
We who remain do not welcome our
enforced idleness,
Replacing the rigours of our busy world
with a different kind of stress,
And it remains very quiet outside.
(April 2020)

My attempt at a clerihew
by Christopher Warren

The Corona man in days of yore
Was welcomed warmly to our door
Now fizzy pop, pink, effervescent
Makes way for something more
unpleasant.
(These poems were among a selection
written by Group members in spring this
year, at the start of the Covid-19 outbreak.
Some, including the two above, were
published in the MU3A monthly Bulletin
for June.)
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Astronomy and Astrophysics
This “all sky” shot was
taken with a fisheye lens
(30 second exposure).
It shows the Milky Way,
and the comet NEOWISE
can just be seen in the
top righthand corner indicated by the arrow.

Group Leader, Chris Baddiley, welcomes new members wishing to join his current
course which started on Zoom this autumn and continues until Easter. The sessions
are being recorded on video - so students can catch up on any sections they’ve
missed.
The course covers: Historical Astronomy; the Solar System; Planetary physics;
Atomic physics; Particle physics; Relativity; and Cosmology.
Chris observed and photographed the recently discovered comet NEOWISE as it
travelled close to Earth throughout July this year (see images on this page, and on the
cover).
For more information, contact Chris at cjbaddiley@gmail.com
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Anthrax to Covid, by Tim Carter
Like many people the early stages of lockdown were a time for reflection.
In my case these reflections focused on earlier studies I had done on the history of alien
infections in workers, how they were prevented and the lessons this held for the present.
These studies were a logical extension of my career in occupational health, as well as
being the foundation for my post-retirement interest in history. My investigations had
included the exotic infections found in British seafarers over the last century and a half and,
more locally, the causes of and responses to outbreaks of anthrax in Kidderminster and
elsewhere in Worcestershire in the early twentieth century.
I had found that the wool spinning and carpet-manufacturing town of Kidderminster was an
infection black spot (the name ‘anthrax’ comes from the same root as anthracite, meaning
coal black. This is the colour of the anthrax skin pustule). My investigations showed
that the town probably had the highest incidence rates for anthrax among wool workers
anywhere in the country.
It became apparent that human cases and outbreaks in animals had also arisen elsewhere
in Worcestershire. Most human and many animal cases resulted from increased
global trade in wool, hair, hides, bones and animal feedstuffs. Imports often came from
regions where anthrax was common and were sometimes contaminated with the almost
indestructible spores of the bacillus.
As I went through the records in local newspapers and local and national archives the
voices of people affected by or involved with the outbreaks resonated with me. Lockdown
provided me with the time to re-visit them and to look at the ways in which the county
responded to outbreaks of anthrax from eleven different personal perspectives. Voices
included those of victims and their relatives, employers, officials and health experts. There
was much that was contradictory in the responses, but all were compelled to come to terms
with a threatening, but previously unrecognised, risk.
This may sound familiar at the present time, although anthrax and Covid 19 have very
different features. Notably anthrax is hardly ever transmitted from person to person,
although even here I did find one exception, a surgeon who became infected from a patient.
Despite the different natural history of the two diseases, there are many similarities between
peoples’ responses to anthrax just over a century ago and those to other more recent
infections, especially where infection control measures conflict with economic pressures.
The lack of will to anticipate problems and perform timely investigation in order to protect
those at high risk also has recent parallels. We have all seen this in the delays in
recognising the high risks in care homes, to healthcare workers and among certain ethnic
groups.
I enjoyed the challenge of writing a series of biographical sketches of the eleven people
I studied. Like all such projects it needed an end product and publication of biographical
material that bridged medical, social, local and industrial history was an interesting task in
its own right. (Tim Carter. Anthrax and the Edwardians. Malvern, Aspect Design, 2020.)

We are still under the shadow of Covid 19 and so I should now have plenty of time
to turn my attention to re-visiting my other past studies to look at the ways in which
infections in seafarers have been perceived and acted on over the last one hundred
and fifty years!
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Camera Group
Here are some samples
of photographs by Group
members on the theme,
Shadows and Reflections:
Left: Jeni Chesney
Below: Caroline Grundy
On the next page:
Top: Allan Colwill
Bottom left:
Karakorum Reflections by
Alan Parry
Bottom right:
Croome by Richard Owen
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Monthly Meetings on Zoom

All meetings take place at 2.30 pm on the last Tuesday of the month (except
in December). Details of how to join the meetings are sent out at least a week
in advance.

Speakers and Topics

27 October Brunel’s Leviathan: The Great Eastern - with Andrew Lound
For nearly 50 years the SS Great Eastern was the world’s largest steamship,
surpassed by the great Cunarders of 1907. Conceived by the legendary Isembard
Kingdom Brunel this leviathan was the first of the great ocean liners that set the
standard in luxury and engineering design that led to the Mauritania, Lusitania, and
Titanic. This presentation tells the whole story of a ship half a century ahead of its
time that brought nothing but heartache and stress to her builders, amazement to
the public and triumph to the Atlantic Cable layers.
24 November The Social and Political Satire of Gilbert and Sullivan - with
Bernard Lockett The works of Gilbert and Sullivan are part of our cultural
heritage and one aspect is especially endearing - the vast amount of social
and political satire within the operas. Apart from a view of Victorian society, the
comments remain alive and equally as relevant to the 21st century - “Dull MPs” and
a “House of Lords that does nothing in particular” - ensuring that G&S is timeless!
15 December Topic to be announced - with Jenny Mallin
26 January Details to be announced
23 February Details to be announced
30 March Details to be announced
27 April Mad Musicians and Crazy Dancers - with Alan Haines
A celebration of the most bizarre music and dancing performers of the last 100
years. Alan’s talk will feature some archive footage and will reveal the fascinating
and almost unbelievable stories behind the most unusual musical acts.
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